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ABSTRACT
Continuous shrinking of VLSI technology nodes brings us powerful chips with lower power consumption, but it also introduces many issues in manufacturability. Lithography simulation process for new feature size suffers from large computational overhead. As a result, conventional mask optimization process has been drastically resource consuming in terms of both time and cost. In this paper, we propose a high performance machine learning-based mask printability evaluation framework for lithography-related applications, and apply it in a conventional mask optimization tool to verify its effectiveness.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Various modern designs for manufacturability (DFM) technologies aim at tackling the issues caused by continuous shrinking of technology nodes, while the lithography simulation step plays an essential role in physical verification of those technologies. Among all these issues, mask optimization problem becomes extremely critical due to the mismatch between lithography system and smaller feature size.

Optical proximity correction (OPC) is a major resolution enhancement technique (RET) in mask optimization which can significantly improve the mask printability. Conventional OPC approaches include forward model-based OPC [1, 8, 14] and inverse lithography-based OPC (ILT) [6, 13]. Forward model-based OPC usually relies on sub-resolution assist feature (SRAF) insertion [15], edge fragmentation and movement, where the mask is adjusted iteratively based on some mathematical models. Meanwhile the ILT-based OPC flows [6, 13] perform the mask optimization process through optimizing an objective function with certain constraints due to the lithography imaging system. The main issue actually comes from the lithography simulation process. Conventional lithography simulation suffers from large computational overhead especially for advanced technology nodes. More importantly, both model-based and ILT-based methods take the wafer image as a mask update criterion in each optimization iteration, which in other words, multiple rounds of lithography simulation are indispensable in the OPC flow and that makes the whole process drastically time consuming. Thus, it is imperative to derive a fast and accurate lithography model for mask quality evaluation.

1.1 Previous Work
In recent years, machine learning has drawn more attention because of its broad applications in DFM and other areas. The superiority of learning-based solutions has been verified in various lithography-related areas including hotspot detection [10, 19, 21], OPC [11, 18], SRAF insertion [16, 17] and lithography system modeling [9], etc. In hotspot detection, paper [21] proposed a bilinear classification model to tackle matrix form layout feature which can preserve the hidden structural correlations in the lithography process. In lithography system modeling, because a set of manufactured data for a specific lithography configuration is only valid for the training of one single model, paper [9] proposed a new ret model construction framework based on ResNet and transfer learning to improve the data efficiency. As for the OPC area, paper [18] developed an OPC-oriented generative adversarial networks architecture (GAN-OPC) based on the mask solution produced by ILT [6]. GAN-OPC designs a customized flow for model construction, which achieves a reasonably good performance on the mask optimization task. However,
GAN-OPC still has its own deficiencies. First, its training step is extremely time consuming, which is measured by days, e.g. PGAN-OPC takes more than 28000 seconds to finish training. Clearly, as feature sizes are continuously shrinking, the explosion in training time can significantly affect the scalability of its industrial applications. Second, since GAN-OPC designs a completely new flow which differs from the original ILT [6] flow, it may lead to unexpected non-convergence on new masks. Last, although GAN-OPC facilitates the process by 2X compared with [6], it still needs nearly 400 seconds to perform optimization on a 2x2 um² test case.

In general, this work is mainly motivated by 2 issues: (1) the large computational overhead of conventional lithography simulation dominates the runtime of conventional OPC process; (2) previous learning-based OPC works usually have low scalability for new technology node due to the large time-overhead in training step.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this paper, we construct a fast machine learning (ML) based mask printability prediction (MPP) framework for lithography-related applications. Different from previous learning-based works that are designed for specific manufacturing problem like hotspot detection or OPC, we focus on developing an independent mask printability evaluation framework that can be used to improve the scalability for different lithography-related applications. In this work, we used this MPP framework to perform OPC acceleration which verified the effectiveness and flexibility of our proposed framework. The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

- We propose a set of fast and accurate ML-based mask printability prediction models based on machine learning techniques, and the training steps of our models require only 5.48% and 0.44% of previous work’s [18] training time.
- We develop with CUDA a matrix-based concentric circle sampling (MCCS) method for feature extraction, which reduces 91.99% runtime compared to conventional MCCS.
- We propose a novel second order circle subset selection algorithm for feature selection, which improves the prediction accuracy for model by 2.38% and reduces 9.4% false alarms.
- We develop a machine learning-based OPC acceleration framework, which achieves 2.6X-11X runtime speedup while ensuring a comparable printability comparing with previous works [6, 8, 18].

The rest of this paper will be organized as follows. In section 2, we will discuss the preliminaries and formulate the problems, and our proposed algorithm will be presented in section 3. Section 4 presents experimental results, followed by conclusion in section 5.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we will introduce the background of mask optimization, and then define several useful terms to describe the performance of our prediction model and the OPC acceleration framework. Meanwhile, we will give the problem formulations.

2.1 Lithography Simulation Model

The lithography simulation process of generating the printed image from a given mask M can be modeled in two phases, the optical model and the resist model, and the corresponding output images are I and R, respectively. The optical model produces an aerial image that corresponds to the light intensity distribution on the wafer plane. Theoretically, the Hopkins diffraction model [7] for partially coherent imaging system is applied to analyze the optical model behavior. In practice, a singular value decomposition (SVD) technique [4] is adopted to approximate the Hopkins model, followed by a convolution with kernels in frequency domain:

\[
I(x, y) = F(M(x, y)) = \sum_{k=1}^{N^2} \omega_k |M(x, y) \otimes h_k(x, y)|^2, \tag{1}
\]

where \(h_k\) is the \(k\)th kernel in frequency domain and \(\omega_k\) is the corresponding weight. As mentioned in [6], the \(N^2\)th order approximation to the system is used in practice and equation (1) becomes,

\[
I(x, y) \approx \sum_{k=1}^{N_h} \omega_k |M(x, y) \otimes h_k(x, y)|^2. \tag{2}
\]

The resist model is then applied to the aerial image produced by the optical model, by setting a constant light intensity threshold \(I_{th}\), the final wafer image \(R\) can be obtained by the photo resist model through the following step function,

\[
R(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } I(x, y) \geq I_{th}, \\
0, & \text{if } I(x, y) < I_{th}.
\end{cases} \tag{3}
\]

We pick \(N_h = 24\) and \(I_{th} = 0.225\) to keep consistence with [2].

2.2 Mask Optimization

Given an input target layout with \(N \times N\) pixels, current mask optimization process focuses on obtaining a mask solution with \(N \times N\) pixels such that the wafer image of the mask has the best quality and printability. The mask quality is evaluated by the fidelity of its wafer image with respect to the input target layout. The primary objective of mask optimization is to minimize the number of Edge Placement Error violations, which reflects the fidelity of the printed pattern, and to minimize the Process Variation Band which represents the sensitivity of the optimized mask to process variation.

![Figure 1: (a) Illustration for EPE Measurement [8]; (b) Illustration for PVBand Measurement [8].](image-url)
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Figure 2: Example of misleading PVBand. (a) target mask; (b) mask solution of PGAN-OPC [18], which tends to produce smaller PVBand; (c) PVBand by mask of PGAN-OPC [18], which is only 94998nm$^2$; (d) wafer image by mask of [18], whose squared $L_2$ error is 83663nm, and hotspots are marked in red circle; (e) mask solution of [8], which tends to produce larger PVBand; (f) PVBand by mask of [8], which is 146776nm$^2$; (g) wafer image by mask of [8], whose squared $L_2$ error is 79255nm.

2.2.1 Edge Placement Error (EPE). EPE is the horizontal and vertical geometric displacement of the image contour from the corresponding edge of the target layout polygon (Fig. 1(a)). A given checkpoint on the polygon edge will be marked as an EPE violation if its EPE exceeds a given displacement threshold.

2.2.2 Process Variation Band (PVBand). PVBand measures the area ($nm^2$) of the XOR region between the lithography contours obtained under two extreme simulation conditions, one at nominal focus and +2% dose, while the other one at defocus and -2% dose[8]. An example of PVBand is shown in Fig. 1(b) (shady area).

2.2.3 Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) Flow [8]. Optical proximity correction (OPC) is a major resolution enhancement technique, in which the edges of the features are moved to compensate for the distortions due to lithography. Fig. 3(a) shows the flow of a conventional model-based OPC tool [8]. With the input layout polygons, the OPC tool will first segment the edges of the polygons into fragments. Based on the segmentation, sub-resolution assist features (SRAFs) will be inserted to improve the printability. Next, the intensity difference optimization stage and the edge placement error minimization stage will be performed iteratively to obtain the best mask solution with the minimum EPE violations and PVBand.

2.3 Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, we will propose a machine learning-based (ML-based) EPE prediction model and an ML-based intensity prediction model to achieve a fast lithography-guided mask quality evaluation (Fig 3(b)), and these two models will be applied in the EPE minimization stage of the OPC flow (Fig 3(a)) to verify their effectiveness. Given a set of checkpoints on the layout polygons, the EPE prediction model will directly predict the EPE violations from the extracted features on the corresponding checkpoints, while the intensity prediction model will directly predict their intensity values after lithography.

We define several terminologies to quantify the performance of our proposed learning model as follows:

Definition 1 (Accuracy). The ratio of correctly predicted EPE violations in the set of all actual EPE violations.

Definition 2 (False Alarm). The number of incorrectly predicted EPE violations.

In order to get a good mask solution in our OPC acceleration framework, we need to achieve high accuracy, low false alarms.

EPE is a commonly used metric in layout printability estimation flow. However, EPE may not be general enough because it only measures the edge displacements at some specific checkpoints. Different choices of checkpoints may result in different EPE violation counts. Considering the objective of mask optimization which is to ensure a better mask printability, it is more suitable to evaluate them base on the squared $L_2$ error [18]. In general, squared $L_2$ error is a more comprehensive representation of mask printability, since it can be regarded as the sum of the edge displacement on every edge point.

Definition 3 (Squared $L_2$ Error). Let $M$ be the target mask image and $R$ be the wafer image, the squared $L_2$ error is $||M - R||_2^2$.

Meanwhile, PVBand is also considered for manufacturability, since process variation could cause some particular metric to fall below or rise above a specification, and then reduces the overall yield. However, in certain circumstances, PVBand may be misleading, and a smaller PVBand does not always indicate a better mask printability. A clear example for such situation is shown in Fig. 2. The PVBand of the mask in Fig. 2(b) is only 94998nm$^2$ (Fig. 2(c)), while the PVBand of the mask in Fig. 2(e) is 146776nm$^2$ (Fig. 2(f)). Although Fig. 2(c) shows smaller PVBand, but its corresponding image (Fig. 2(d)) has much lower fidelity, as we can see many unexpected hotspots (red circles) in the image. This is because PVBand tells the difference of the image in two extreme conditions, but it...
does not tell directly the quality of the image. There can be hotspots in both extreme conditions, but they got cancelled out by taking the difference. In order to obtain a better criterion on process variation, we normalize the PVBand by its mask image area.

**Definition 4 (Normalized PVBand).** The normalized PVBand (NPVBand) is defined as \( \frac{\text{PVBand}}{\text{Area}} \).

### 2.4 Problem Formulations

Given a dataset containing information of mask images, wafer images and corresponding EPE labels on checkpoints, we define the following problems.

**Problem 1 (ML-based EPE Modeling).** Construct an ML-based EPE detection model that can maximize the accuracy for EPE violation prediction.

**Problem 2 (ML-based Intensity Modeling).** Construct an ML-based intensity model that can minimize the root-mean-square error between the actual intensity value and the predicted intensity value.

**Problem 3 (Optical Proximity Correction).** Given a target mask with \( N \times N \) pixels, generate a mask solution that has minimized \( L_2 \) error and normalized PVBand.

### 3 ALGORITHMS

#### 3.1 Overview

As introduced in section 2.2.3 and depicted in Fig. 3(a), the state-of-the-art model-based OPC tool [8] can be generally divided into 3 stages, fragmentation and SRAFs insertion stage, intensity difference optimization stage and edge displacement minimization stage. The last stage uses up more than 80% of the total processing time on average. In this work, we developed a novel machine learning-based (ML-based) OPC acceleration framework (section 3.6), which focuses on accelerating stage 3 of this model-based OPC tool. To build up this framework, we also construct an ML-based EPE prediction model (section 3.5.1) and an ML-based intensity prediction model (section 3.5.2), with an efficient feature extractor (section 3.2) and a powerful feature selection method (section 3.3). Besides OPC, we can also apply our proposed framework in other lithography-related applications like hotspots detection and SRAFs insertion.

#### 3.2 Matrix-based Concentric Circle Sampling

Layout feature extraction plays an important role in keeping the geometric information of layout patterns. Ideally, our extraction method should capture the physical information of light propagation, diffraction, and interference induced by the lithography process. To address this purpose, paper [21] introduced the matrix based concentric circle sampling (MCCS) method. As shown in Fig 4(a), for each sample clip, MCCS will extract sampled pixel values on a set of concentric circles, and then concatenates sampling point values within one circle, putting them into a vector forming one row of the feature matrix (fig 4(b)). Let \( l \) be the length of the sample clip, \( n_p \) denote the number of sample points on each sample circle and \( r_{inc} \) control the sampling density. In MCCS, circles are sampled up to radius \( r_{inc} \) in increments of \( inc_1 \) and further up to radius \( \frac{l}{2} \) using increments of \( inc_2 \). For example, under the condition that \( l = 600nm, r_{inc} = 60nm, inc_1 = 5, inc_2 = 10, \) and \( n_p = 16, \) the dimension of a feature matrix is \( 37 \times 16 \) (\( 37 = 1 + \frac{60}{5} + \frac{300−60}{10} \)).

#### 3.3 Second Order Circle Subset Selection via Mutual Information

The maximal circular mutual information (MCMI) scheme proposed in paper [20] modeled the first-order dependence between circles and their labels, which achieves reasonably good performance on lithography feature selection. However, these circles are mutually dependent because of lithography interference; therefore, it is expected to achieve better performance if we could model the dependence considering full lithography interference. One intuitive way in modeling is that we measure the dependency of all combinations of \( m \) features selected from \( n \) features, where \( n \) is the total number of features as shown below:

\[
x_m \in x_n,
\]

where \( x_n = \{ x^i, i = 1, 2, ..., n \} \) is a set of potential circle candidates, and \( x_m \) is the circle subset we would like to select. The problem for the above approach is that there are \( \frac{n!}{m!(n-m)!} \) combinations to measure, which is too large to perform in real-world applications. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a model that can approximate the selection procedure with low computational cost. Here we propose our second order maximal circular mutual information scheme (SO-MCMI) to resolve this issue.

We first densely sample \( n_c \) circles from each sample clip, and concatenate them into a feature matrix as shown in Fig. 4(b), where each row of the feature matrix is a binary sequence representing one specific sample circle. The dimensions of this feature matrix are \( n_c \times n_p \), where \( n_c \) is the number of sample circles. We then encode each circle \( c_i \) to a more compact representation by converting it into a decimal number,

\[
c_i = \sum_{j=0}^{n_p} p_{i,j} \cdot 2^j,
\]

where \( p_{i,j} \in \{0, 1\}, \forall i, j \) is the \( j^{th} \) sample point on the \( i^{th} \) sample circle. Note that the primal objective of our feature selection algorithm is to maximize the dependency of selected circle subset with the target variable \( y \). We here adopt mutual information [12], which is proved to be efficient in lithography hotspot detection [20], to define the dependency between circles and target variables. Let the \( i^{th} \) and \( j^{th} \) circles \( C_i \) and \( C_j \) be random variables defined in a circle space \( C \) and \( Y \in \{-1, 1\} \) be a random variable, the mutual

![Figure 4: Visualization of MCCS extraction [21]](image-url)
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The information $I(C_i, C_j; Y)$ is defined as:

$$I(C_i, C_j; Y) = \sum_{c_i \in C_i} \sum_{c_j \in C_j} \sum_{y \in Y} p(c_i, c_j, y) \log \frac{p(c_i, c_j, y)}{p(c_i, c_j) p(y)},$$

(6)

where $p(c_i, c_j, y)$ is the joint probability distribution function of random variables $C_i$, $C_j$ and $Y$, $p(c_i, c_j)$ and $p(y)$ are the marginal probability distribution functions of $\{C_i, C_j\}$ and $Y$ respectively. We can then describe our goal of SO-MCMI as follows:

$$\mathcal{J}_{n_c} = \arg \max_{\mathcal{J}_{n_c} \subseteq \mathcal{J}, \sum_{i \in \mathcal{J}_{n_c}} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}_{n_c}} I(C_i, C_j; Y),$$

(7)

where $\mathcal{J}_{n_c}$ is the selected circle indices, $\mathcal{J} = \{i|1 \leq i \leq n_c\}$ is the index set of potential circle position candidates, $n_c^*$ is the desired number of circles. Thus, the SO-MCMI is formulated as:

$$\max_{w} w^\top Mw,$$

s.t. $\sum_{i=1}^{n_c} w_i = n_c^*, w_i \in \{0, 1\}, \forall i.$$

Equation 8 is a mixed-integer quadratic programming (MIQP) problem which can be solved by off-the-shelf MIQP solver.

Figure 5: Our feature selection method reduces 9.4% false alarms and improve 2.38% accuracy.

In our implementation, we will densely sample 100 circles for each sample clip, and then perform SO-MCMI to select 37 circles. Experiment result shows that proposed scheme contributes a significant accuracy improvement in EPE modeling (Table 1, Fig. 5).

3.4 CUDA Speedup

Although MCCS shows its great superiority in hotspot detection task comparing to former works, current implementation of MCCS still suffers from long runtime due to the large number of wafer images to be trained on. Clearly, CPU does not have high enough efficiency on image sampling even with multi-threads implementation. Unfortunately, this runtime issue will seriously affect the flexibility and performance of our proposed acceleration framework. As an enhancement version of MCCS [21], we implement it with CUDA (C/C++), and conduct our CUDA-based MCCS extractor on GPU to acquire a satisfactory runtime performance. By utilizing CUDA and GPU, we achieve an amazing speedup on the feature extraction step, which plays an essential role on the real-time feature extraction step of our acceleration framework (Fig. 6(b)). To sample a 100 x 16 x ncp feature matrix (ncp is the number of checkpoints) from a 2048 x 2048 input mask, the average extraction time shrinks from 3.652s to 0.2925s (Fig. 6(a)).
Minimize EPE Violations and Ensure a Better Printability

3.6 Machine Learning-based OPC Acceleration

To accelerate the OPC process, we propose our machine learning-based OPC acceleration framework for the OPC tool in [8] without changing its algorithmic flow. Fig. 7 and algorithm 1 demonstrate the flow of our acceleration scheme. For each input mask, we first perform fragmentation and SRAFs insertion in stage 1, followed by an intensity difference optimization process in stage 2. Detail algorithms for stage 1 and stage 2 are described in [8]. After that, stage 3 will iteratively minimize the EPE and the squared $L_2$ error. In our implementation, stage 2 will be performed for 5 iterations and the maximum iteration number for stage 3 is 25. For each checkpoint on a vertical or horizontal edge of a polygon, the original stage 3 needs to identify the corresponding impact segments, that are the segments whose movement will significantly affect the EPE and intensity value at that checkpoint. A conventional lithography simulation will be conducted in each iteration to calculate the EPE and intensity value for each checkpoint. The impact segments will be adjusted if an EPE violation occurs at the checkpoint. The direction and step size of the adjustment will be determined according to the intensity value obtained by the litho-simulator. We embed our CUDA-based MCCS extractor and pre-trained EPE/intensity prediction models into stage 3, to replace the lithography simulation process, and then directly predict the EPE/intensity values from the extracted layout features. As a result, we can achieve a significant runtime improvement in stage 3 (Fig 6(a)), which reduces 65.8% runtime (from 7.14s to 2.44s) for a single iteration. The accelerated stage 3 will be conducted iteratively until it reaches the optimal or exceeds the max iteration limit.

We can see from the wafer images (Fig. 7) that the printability of the mask gradually increases in the process. Unlike some previous works like [18], our acceleration framework does not change the logic and algorithmic flow of the original method [8], but can still ensure a comparable printability. Note that due to the time limitation, our proposed framework is implemented in multi-platforms (C/C++, CUDA, Python), which brings extra I/O time (63.9% of total time) for cross-platform communication (Fig. 6(b)). We can further improve runtime performance by eliminating I/O time in future works.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our MCCS feature extractor is implemented in CUDA (C/C++). The proposed frameworks for feature selection and model learning are

---

**Algorithm 1 Machine Learning Based OPC Acceleration Framework**

**Input:** Original mask description file;

**Output:** Optimized mask description file;

1. Initialize $\text{MaxIter} \leftarrow \text{iter}_{\text{max}}$, $\text{StageTwoler} \leftarrow \text{iter}_{\text{2}}$;
2. Segment the edges of the polygons into fragments;
3. Insert sub-resolution assist features;
4. for $\text{iter} \leftarrow 1$ to $\text{StageTwoler}$ do
5. \hspace{1em} if $\text{EPE violation number} \leq \text{EPE}_{\text{threshold}}$ then
6. \hspace{2em} break;
7. \hspace{1em} else
8. \hspace{2em} Run intensity difference optimization for segments;
9. end if
10. end for
11. for $\text{iter} \leftarrow \text{StageTwoler}$ to $\text{MaxIter}$ do
12. \hspace{1em} Extract the feature from optimized mask in last iteration;
13. \hspace{2em} Predict EPE violations and intensity value through feature;
14. \hspace{2em} if $\text{EPE violation number} = 0$ then
15. \hspace{3em} break;
16. \hspace{2em} else
17. \hspace{3em} Run EPE violation optimization for each checkpoint according to predicted EPE and intensity value;
18. end if
19. end for
20. return Optimized mask description file;

Note that for the construction of EPE prediction model, we will densely sample 100 circles on each sample clip, and then perform our feature selection algorithm to obtain the selected circle indices set $J^c_n$. For the application step, the CUDA-based MCCS extractor will directly use the selected circle indices set $J^c_n$.

3.5.2 Intensity Regression Modeling. We perform a similar process as section 3.5.1 to extract data and build the intensity prediction model. Unlike EPE classification, the intensity label from the ground-truth resist image after optical simulation is a continuous value, which makes the intensity prediction modeling a regression problem. We apply XGBoost to train our intensity prediction model, and conduct cross-validation on the trained model. By combining the intensity value, we can determine the optimization direction in the OPC process, and make up the direction information at the checkpoints. The CUDA-based MCCS configuration for intensity model is $l = 600nm$, $r_{in} = 60nm$, $inc_1 = 5$, $inc_2 = 10$, $n_p = 16$. 

![Algorithm 1 Machine Learning Based OPC Acceleration Framework](image_url)
implemented in C++ and Python, and our ML-based OPC acceleration framework is implemented in C language. All validations are performed on a Linux server with 3.5GHz Intel i7 CPU and a single Nvidia GTX TITAN X GPU. Due to lack of industrial benchmarks, we conduct experiments on public ICCAD-2013 contest benchmark (each test case is a 2048nm x 2048nm layout clip of 32nm M1 layer) using the lithography simulator provided by IBM [2] to demonstrate our idea. We perform conventional OPC process for each benchmark iteratively to obtain reasonable number of optimized masks. For each optimized mask, our MCCS feature extractor is performed to obtain the layout features, followed by a litho-simulation to obtain the golden intensity and EPE labels.

Table 1: Model Accuracy and Modeling Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EPE prediction model</th>
<th>Intensity prediction model</th>
<th>PGAN-OPC [18]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPU(s)</td>
<td>FA@</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular feature</td>
<td><strong>225</strong></td>
<td><strong>360</strong></td>
<td>91.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected feature</td>
<td><strong>1533</strong></td>
<td><strong>329</strong></td>
<td>93.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>1.094</td>
<td><strong>0.975</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* # test instance = 4309, mean value of intensity labels = 0.22436.

4.1 Effectiveness of the Models

In the first experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of our learning models and the second order circle subset selection method. We compare the performance of our EPE and intensity prediction model before and after applying the second order circle subset selection method, detailed comparison is shown in Table 1. Columns ‘CPU(s)’, ‘FA@’, ‘Accuracy’, and ‘RMSE’ list the runtime of the overall modeling flow in seconds (including feature extraction, model training and testing), the number of false alarms, the accuracy of the EPE prediction model, and the root-mean-square error of intensity prediction model. Note that the CPU(S) time do not include lithography-simulation time for mask instances, since it is irrelevant to the effectiveness of the modeling process.

In Table 1, our second order circle subset selection method shows its superiority and makes a significant improvement on the performance of the EPE prediction model, which increases the detection accuracy from 91.45% to 93.83%, and reduces the FA# from 360 to 329 respectively. Experimental result shows that EPE and intensity modeling takes only 225 seconds and 122 seconds respectively (1533 seconds after enabling feature selection), including data extraction time and model training time. Our training times are only 5.48% and 0.44% of PGAN-OPC’s training time (28000s). This rapid modeling speed ensures its flexibility and scalability for new feature sizes. More importantly, our framework has better flexibility in comparison with models trained for specific-tasks. Once we finished the model training, we can easily embed it into other OPC tools or other lithography-guided applications like hotspots detection and SRAF insertion.

4.2 Image Fidelity and Runtime Performance Comparison

In the second experiment, we optimize the ten layout masks in the ICCAD 2013 contest benchmark suite [2] using the machine learning-based OPC acceleration framework. We then compare the image fidelity and runtime performance with our original mask optimizer [8], ILT mask optimizer [6], and GAN/PGAN-OPC [18]. Quantitative results are listed in Table 2 and Fig. 8 shows the mask optimization results of our framework, original optimizer [8] and GAN/OPC [18]. In Table 2, column ‘RT’ denotes the total runtime of the whole mask optimization process. Column ‘L2’ is the squared L2 error defined in section 2. Although we have a similar flow as [8], our faster EPE/intensity predictors allow the OPC optimization steps to be performed more thoroughly. Thus, it is notable that our proposed framework outperforms the previous works in terms of both image fidelity and runtime. We significantly reduces the squared L2 error by 7.46%, 12.09%, 2.11%, 1.74% respectively. Most importantly, we achieve 2.68X, 11.01X, 5.35X, 5.193X runtime speedup respectively, by applying the ML-based models to replace lithography simulator. It’s clear that our framework achieves significant runtime speedup as well as ensuring a comparable or even better printability in comparison with previous works.

In Table 3, we further compare the average normalized PVBand (NPVBand) performance of 10 test cases with previous works. It can be observed that our average NPVBand is better than that of our original mask optimizer [8], but slightly worse than GAN/PGAN-OPC [18]. The main reason why we get poorer NPVBand result comparing to the works in [18] is that our original mask optimizer [8] does not target at minimizing the PVBand (already lose 15.6% PVBand score comparing to [18]). However, as discussed in section 2.3, a small PVBand does not infer a high image fidelity since the hotspots in both extreme conditions can get cancelled out in computing the PVBand. Fig. 8 shows the wafer images produced by us and [18], and we can see the superiority of our results in terms of image fidelity.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the mask optimization and lithography simulation problems, and present a fast lithography evaluation framework for lithography-related applications, followed by a machine learning-based OPC acceleration framework. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed framework achieves 2.6X-11X runtime speedup while ensuring a comparable or even better printability comparing to the state-of-the-art methods.
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Table 2: Image Fidelity and Runtime Performance Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Area (nm²)</th>
<th>RT (s)</th>
<th>L₁ (nm)</th>
<th>RT (s)</th>
<th>L₁ (nm)</th>
<th>RT (s)</th>
<th>L₁ (nm)</th>
<th>RT (s)</th>
<th>L₁ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>case1</td>
<td>215344</td>
<td>69.14</td>
<td>44721</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>53816</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>49893</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>54970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case2</td>
<td>169280</td>
<td>69.09</td>
<td>37418</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>41382</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>50369</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>46445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case3</td>
<td>213504</td>
<td>80.86</td>
<td>80491</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>79255</td>
<td>1123</td>
<td>81007</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>88899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case4</td>
<td>82560</td>
<td>67.61</td>
<td>90383</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>21717</td>
<td>1271</td>
<td>20044</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>18290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case5</td>
<td>281958</td>
<td>71.69</td>
<td>47423</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>48658</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>44656</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>42835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case6</td>
<td>286234</td>
<td>76.53</td>
<td>46762</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>46320</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>57375</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>44313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case7</td>
<td>229149</td>
<td>70.18</td>
<td>30400</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>31898</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>37221</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>24841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case8</td>
<td>128544</td>
<td>68.87</td>
<td>18200</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>23312</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>19782</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>17399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case9</td>
<td>317581</td>
<td>73.38</td>
<td>55767</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>55684</td>
<td>1138</td>
<td>55399</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>53637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case10</td>
<td>102400</td>
<td>68.74</td>
<td>14451</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>19722</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>24381</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>9677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>71.61</td>
<td>39267.1</td>
<td>191.9</td>
<td>42196.4</td>
<td>788.5</td>
<td>44012.7</td>
<td>383.5</td>
<td>40094.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Average NPVBand Performance Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area (nm²)</td>
<td>0.2232</td>
<td>0.2298</td>
<td>0.1939</td>
<td>0.1948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average NPVB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* RT denotes total runtime